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Abstract: Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are a virulent, relatively new type of  attack on the 

availability of Internet services  and resources. DDoS attackers infiltrate large numbers of computers by 

exploiting  software vulnerabilities, to set up DDoS attack networks.These unwitting computer are then invoked 

to wage a coordinated, large-scale attack against one or more victim systems. As specific counter measures are 

developed, attackers enhance existing DDoS attack tools, developing new and derivative DDoS techniques and 

attack tools. Rather than react to new attacks with specific countermeasures, it would be desirable to develop 

comprehensive DDoS solutions that defend against known and future DDoS attack variants. However, this 

requires a comprehensive understanding of the scope  and techniques used in different DDoS attacks. This 

paper attempts a comprehensive scoping of the DDoS problem. We propose new taxonomies to categorize 

DDoS attack networks, to  classify the different techniques used in a  DDoS attack, and to describe the 

characteristics of the software tools used in  setting up a DDoS attack network. These taxonomies help us to 

understand the similarities and differences in DDoS attacks and tools, and the scope of the DDoS  problem. 

Given this new understanding, we propose classes of countermeasures that  target the DDoS problem before, 

during and  after an actual DDoS attack. In order to be an effective service, the DDOS attack must be detected 

and mitigated quickly before legitimate user access the attackers target. The group of systems that is used to 

perform the DDOS attack is known as the Botnets. These paper introduces the overview of the state of art in 

DDOS attacks detection stratergies. 

Keywords: Application layer DDoS attacks, sketch data structure, intrusion prevention system, cloud 

computing 

 

I. Introduction 
Distributed Denial of service attack is a defined an attack launched by many attacker’s host to one or 

more victim host, such that victim host is not further capable of providing its services or resources. [1]This is 

done by sending a large amount of requests simultaneously by attacker’s host called flooding to forbid the 

services to its legitimate users. The target host is either respond poorly or it crashes. DDoS is a propagation of 

DoS. In Dos attack there is one attacker host to launch the attack to one victim host. But DDoS has the very 

destructive power to harm the sever than DoS. Handling of DoS is easier than DDoS. An arsenal of computers 

called botnets are used to perform a DDoS attack. [2]These computers of botnets are employed through the use 

of viruses,Trojan horses etc. It is very difficult to find the original attacker because of sending spoofed IP 

addresses by botnets which are under control of attacker. The main target of the DDoS attacks are credit card, 

banks, websites, social sites. The incentives of the attacker Includes financial gain, Economical 

gain,revenge,competition. [1]The purpose the attacker is to consume the bandwidth and services. DDOS attacks 

can be launched in two different ways. These are direct ddos attack and indirect ddos attack. 

 

II. Attack Techniques 
DDoS attacks are classified in two ways. These are network based attacks and application based attacks. 

 

A. Network Based Attacks 

Tcp Syn Flood Communication between two nodes required a handshake mechanism for the 

connection establishment. In handshake mechanism the host which wants to communicate sends the SYN packet 

to the server host then the server host responds by sending the reply message with the acknowledgement packet. 

Again the hosts send the SYN packet to communicate with the server by establishing a full connection but in 

this type of attack the attacker continuously send the sync packets with spoofed IP addresses to the server.  
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B. Application Based Attack 
Slow Read Attacks The attacker sends actual host user request message to the victim server. The server 

reply with the response message but attacker read it very slowly to exhaust server’s connection.  

 

III. Defense Techniques Against Ddos Attacks 
Defense techniques are described in two phases: 

Detection and Mitigation: 

 [2]To enhance the security of the network or the server, the attack must have to be recognized and take 

further step to stop these attacks. Detection can be classified into two metrics. 

Signature based detection and anomaly based detection signature based detection: 

A prespecified pattern of incoming packet are classified into the entrance router or switch on the network, such 

that incoming packets pattern like its port number, identification number etc are checked and detect the attack. 

Anomaly based detection:  This metric observe the normal behaviour of the traffic and then it will compare the 

incoming traffic and evaluate the difference between them. Various techniques and technologies are developed 

for detecting and handling the DDOS attacks. 

 

A. Firewall: 

Firewall is the popular security product which is either hardware or software. Firewall control the 

traffic towards the network. It filters the traffic and decide whether the traffic should be allowed through or they 

should be denied. This decision is based on the predefined set of rules in the firewall. The main job of the 

firewall is the prevention from the unauthorized use of data. For this all the records are maintained in the 

firewall containing all the records of the connections of the packets which are passing through the firewall 

 

B. Routers: 

Routers are used to filter the traffic and block the unwanted packets. Routers use the Access Control 

List which is the collection of predefined rules in a router. The denial of the packets from the router is based on 

source IP addresses or if the packets header does not match with the predefined policies deployed in the router.  

 

C. IP Trace back Mechanism 

To find the origin of the attack IP trace back Mechanism is used. In this method Routers which forward 

the packets carry the information regarding its header and payload such that it can be easy to traverse the route 

from where the abnormal traffic arrives. There are two methods of IP traceback mechanism which is Proactive 

and Reactive method. Proactive mechanism is defined as the tracing the information of the packets when they 

are traversing. The Reactive method is applied after the attack is found. 

 

 
Fig : Basic system architecture 
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For a suspicious request, SkyShield first examines whether its origin is in the whitelist. If not, the host 

will be checked by the CAPTCHA module. If the host passes the CAPTCHA test, it will be added to the 

whitelist. Otherwise, it will be added to the blacklist. Since only suspicious hosts are tested by the CAPTCHA, 

only parts of legitimate users might be affected.0 

 

IV. Conclusion 
As Attack techniques continue to lead, the companies today have to face various threats. DDoS attacks 

are increasing day by day and their main aim is to harm the every level in the data center of the organization. It 

is shown in the paper that there are various detection and mitigation mechanisms to prevent the network from 

various kinds of DDoS attacks. In future some different techniques can be used to detect and mitigate the effect 

of DDoS attack, So this paper give a survey about various kinds of DDoS attacks and how to handle them. It 

helps to give a basic idea of the techniques to the reader who wants to get started his research work from 

network security. 
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